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EU Swimming Invitational Presents... 

Its officially summer – the long course season is well under way, training camps are in full swing, and swimmers and coaches alike can enjoy 
the warmth of the sunshine during outdoor training sessions. We hope you can also take the time to kick back and relax with t his latest edition 
of the EU Swim Newsletter! It is worth a read. 

Our first two articles focus on a pair of swimmers for whom the sport has become an integral part of their lives. We travel to Dublin, Ireland for 
an interview with twenty-five year old Niamh McDonnell. As a Development Officer for Swim Ireland, Niamh is also the only member of the 
staff to also be competing as a swimmer, representing Aer Lingus Swim Club. And she’s not just any swimmer! Niamh holds several Irish relay 
records and is a serious competitive open water swimmer as well. She shares her experiences with us in a witty, enthusiastic interview.  

Next, we travel to Fribourg, Switzerland to meet thirty-two year old Vital Studer, a Swiss national with a very international background. Swim-
mer, coach and citizen of the world, Vital has represented Indonesia in several major international competitions, coaches Swiss swimmers in 
the city of Fribourg, and founded a team in the Sahel region of Niger in West Africa. A dynamic and inspiring young man, Vital has used the 
sport he loves to contribute not only to his own personal development, but also to the world.  

Finally, we present an excerpt from Developing Swimmers, a guide to swimming development written by Michael Brooks, head coac h of United 
States-based York YMCA swimming team in Pennsylvania. Many of you may remember Michael’s contributions to the EU Swim Newsletter, 
which provided advice to swimmers and coaches alike. His new book, Developing Swimmers, offers a comprehensive, long -term swimming 
plan beginning at an age-group level in which he shares the insights, secrets, and strategies that have transformed his athletes and swim teams 
from novice competitors to distinguished champions for over 20 years.  

Do you have any articles or stories that you would like to share? Email them to newsletter@euswim.org. I look forward to hearing from you 
and hope you enjoy this motivational issue of the EU Swim Newsletter!  

Join us on Facebook : www.facebook.com/euswim 

Join us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/euswim « 

Julia Galan 
Meet Director 

EU Swimming Invitational 

Please visit our website at www.euswim.org. 

A Swimming Life 
Interview with Niamh McDonnell 

Aer Lingus Swim Club 
Dublin, Ireland 
 
When did you first start swimming and how did you get involved in 
the sport? 
My Mam took me for Sat-
urday morning lessons in 
Donaghmede (Dublin sub-
urb) way back in 1990 
when I was four years old. 
When I was six, I started 
taking lessons at the ALSAA 
Swimming Pool in Dublin. 
One Saturday morning my 
regular teacher was away 
and Alan Turner (head 
coach of Aer Lingus SC) was 
covering her class. He was 
the head coach of the 
junior section of the Aer 
Lingus Swimming Club at 
the time. He saw some-
thing in me and spoke to my Mam and asked if I could try out for the 
club.  I've been with them more or less ever since and still compete 
today.  

 

 

What do you like about swimming, what motivates you to keep it up 
and keep training? 
What do I like? Competing! It’s the only thing that keeps me going. 
Also, Alan! He’s a fantastic coach. There’s such a great group of swim-
mers in the club. Meeting new people is great too. I have friends from 
all over the country (and beyond) that I wouldn’t have met if it wasn’t 
for swimming. It’s one of those sports that you will always find some-
one who knows someone you know no matter where you go. 

What do you like the least? 
The early mornings! And never having time to do stuff with my friends! 
Though, because I’ve been swimming for so long they completely un-
derstand and arrange everything for when I have time off 

Most rewarding experiences you've had? 
Too many to list really! But some of the highlights are: representing 
Ireland at the World University Games in Izmir in 2005, completing a 5k 
open water race and the Liffey River Swim in 2010, and being selected 
as captain of the Leinster team for the Celtic Tri-Nations competition in 
Swansea in 2009. I have also represented Ireland at the WISE Interna-
tional Schools competition as well as at the Tri-Nation Intervarsity com-
petition. 
In what ways, besides competing, do you make swimming a part of 
your life ? 
Part of my life? Swimming is my life! I eat, breathe and sleep swimming. 
I don’t notice the smell of chlorine anymore because I’m so used to it. 
My friends have even gotten used to the smell. My car automatically 
heads for the pool when I turn out of my garden (even if I should be 
going the other way). It is also the way of life for most of my family. My 
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sister also swims at the same level I do, and my Mam is a FINA qualified referee and just finished her stint as a Swim Ireland Board Member.  
Swimming is even actually my job! I’m currently working as a Development Officer in Swim Ireland so I’m out visiting clubs and can share with 
them my experiences of being a swimmer.  

As well as being voted captain of Aer Lingus SC, I also ran the swimming club in my university, organised competitions in Leinster, and traveled as 
a Team Manager/Coach with teams. 

Tell me a little bit about the non-swimming side of your life - what do you like to do when you're not working or training? 
Not working or training….is there such a time?? I like spending time with my friends, usually we meet up for a chat and a cup of tea  - preferably 
McDonalds tea! McDonalds tea has become a tradition – the big thing when we started driving was to go to the drive thru and get tea and ice 
cream. We all fight over the little stickers on the cups for free tea too! I also love going to the cinema and to concerts.  

Thoughts on the EU Swimming Invitational? 
It’s a fantastic idea and I only wish my club had known about it before! It’s a great way to introduce younger swimmers to the pressures that can 
come with international competition, but it’s done in a club situation with all your friends there! « 

Vital Studer: not your ordinary swimmer 
 

V ital Studer is not your ordinary Swiss swimmer. The 32-year 
coach of Fribourg Natation, who participated in the EU Swim-

ming Invitational 2010 in Neuchatel, epitomizes the phrase “citizen 
of the world”. Born in Singapore to a Swiss father and an Indonesian 
mother, Vital grew up speaking four languages - Indonesian, French, 
Swiss German and English. His father’s career as an engineer for an 
oil company took the family to Indonesia, Hong Kong, Canada, Japan, 
the United Arab Emirates and China – all before Vital was 10 years 
old.  

Vital has been swimming since he was three, with his first swimming 
competition taking place in Abu Dhabi at the age of six. When the 
family moved back to Fribourg, Switzerland, 11-year old Vital’s ad-
venturous swimming – and travelling – career was far from over. 
Motivated in part by watching his idol, Pablo Morales, win the 1992 
Olympic gold in the 100 butterfly, Vital made swimming in general – and the butterfly in particular – his passion. In 1994, at age 
15, Vital decided to take his swimming to a higher level. At 4 AM each day, he would take the train to the nearby city of Bern for 
morning practice with the Schwimmklub Bern, head back to school in Fribourg, and return to Bern for evening practice. As a re-
sult, he began to make tremendous progress, ranking 4th in his age group in 1996 for the 100m butterfly, then placing second at 
the Swiss Junior Championships, and 12th overall in the nation, in the same event the following year.  

When he was 20, Vital had grown restless and was ready for new adventures. He moved to Indonesia for two years, where he 
immersed himself quickly in the culture. He taught English in a Koranic school and travelled throughout the country. He finally 
returned to Switzerland in 2002 – but not without bringing home an unwanted guest : malaria. Clinging to life in the intensive 
care unit for a month, Vital lost a total of 15 kilos during his illness.  

Fortunately for everyone, Vital sprang back to good health and, in 
2003, returned to his passion – the sport of swimming. He began 
coaching the competitive swimming group at Fribourg Natation. His 
swimmers praised his enthusiasm and passion for the sport, and 
many credit him with keeping them involved in competitive swim-
ming for much longer than they would have expected. Vital has 
remained with Fribourg Natation more or less ever since.  

That is, unless you count Niger… 

In 2009, Vital had received his master’s degree in economics and 
was working for Intercooperation, a Swiss foundation for develop-
ment and international cooperation. This career allowed him to 
again travel to exotic lands. Vital was sent to the Sahel region of 
Niger, where, among other things, he founded a swimming club. In 
the middle of what is practically a desert. The Sahel Swimming Club 
proved that nothing is impossible for Vital Studer. Between 2009 

and 2010, membership in the club went from 4 to 40 swimmers, aged between 9 to 30 years old. Four of his swimmers even rep-
resented Niger at the World Championships in Rome. All of his swimmers made great progress in their respective levels. Sadly, 
due to the political upheaval and coup d’état in the country in February 2010, Vital had to leave Niger, although he hopes to re-
turn someday.  

Vital is not sure whether his swimming club is still thriving out there in the Sahel. What is certain, however, is that he has made – 
and continues to make – a positive impact on an often troubled world.  He wears his international roots with pride, and can com-
bine his passion for the sport with his love for travel easily. We hope that Vital Studer - this Indiana Jones of the swimming world 
- continues to make such a splash – both in the pool and in life! « 
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DISCLAIMER 
Member safety is a top priority of euswim.org. However, euswim.org and its 
associates cannot and do not accept responsibility for the content of any infor-
mation or material not authored by the staff of euswim.org. All opinions stated in 
any such materials are solely those of the author or authors and are not necessarily 
the opinions of euswim.org.  

SUBMITTED MATERIALS 
euswim.org reserves the right to edit all submitted materials, and does not take 
responsibility for the return of unsolicited materials.  
EU Swim Newsletter, and the materials published therein, are subject to copyright. 
No part of this publication may be reproduced without permission from 
euswim.org.  

Please visit our meet website: 
www.euswim.org 

Goals are important, coaches can help achieve them 
 
From Developing Swimmers by Michael Brooks.  
Copyright 2011 by Human Kinetics Publishers, Inc.  
Excerpted by permission of Human Kinetics, Champaign, IL, USA  
www.HumanKinetics.com  
 

Culture and Goal Setting 

Elite athletes are goal-setting machines, and the habit of continual 
goal setting is a primary reason they climb the ladder to the elite level. 
An important part of creating an environment of excellence is 
encouraging continual goal setting. Too often, goals are thought of as 
big intentions for the end of the season. But for goals to nurture 
future high performers, they have to be everywhere all the time. Goal 
setting means having a point or purpose that you are trying to 
accomplish in everything you do. 

Purposes of Goal 

Swimming can be a grind—swimmers come to practice every day; 
they are expected to work harder than they want to; they are tired all 
the time, and they do not have the free time that most kids do. But 
goals give swimmers a reason to do the program. They represent 
something meaningful to a swimmer that she wants to accomplish.  

Goals give focus. Most kids’ minds are unfocused and highly scattered. 
Goals get their attention and keep it focused on a target, giving them 
something to think about and a purpose for training. 

Goals make decisions easier. Goals supply higher principles upon 
which to base thousands of decisions swimmers make every day 
about what to eat, how to use their limited time, how to attack certain 
sets in practice, and so on. Thus, goals make life simpler. Swimmers 
don’t have to stress about little things because those decisions are 
already made by the direction they are heading in. 

Goals generate self-respect and respect for others. We become 
worthy by striving after worthy goals. We value and respect ourselves 
much more when we know we are attempting something great, 
working hard and conscientiously, rather than merely skating by and 
doing the bare minimum. We value our teammates more when we 
know they are attempting something great, working hard and 
conscientiously. The atmosphere created when everyone in the pool is 
aiming high is one of support, respect, and achievement. High goals 
are contagious. 

Goals provide a way to evaluate what swimmers have done. If 
swimmers never knew their times or could never compare their 
results with competitors, they would never know how they did. They 
would never know they fell short and needed to work harder or that 
they did well and should be pleased with their performance. They 
would never be able to see the baby steps of accomplishment that 
make for long-term success. They would be shooting their arrows into 
the darkness, never knowing whether or not the arrows hit the target. 

Goals help swimmers maintain a good attitude. Too many swimmers 
see training as a chore, and they see meets, especially championship 
meets, as pressure-filled, frightening experiences. Goals can help 
swimmers overcome this problem by rearranging their thinking about 

training and racing. Goals 
make swimming a game. 
They make fast 
swimming and high 
achievement challenging 
and energizing, not 
frightening and anxiety 
ridden. Continual goal 
setting and goal reaching 
builds confidence as 
swimmers see 
themselves getting 
better in a hundred ways 
every day. Occasionally 
falling short and trying 
again builds resilience 
and determination, and 
it lets kids see that 
failure is temporary, 
more irritating than 
overwhelming. 

Goals liberate. Most swimmers have no idea how fast they really are, 
because they only scratch the surface of their potential. When goals 
are continually being set and accomplished, the bar of self-
expectation keeps getting raised—kids start to see just how fast they 
can become. Suddenly the seemingly overwhelming accomplishments 
such as making nationals or making the Olympic team get put into 
perspective and seem possible. 

Coach’s Role 

In order for goals to be motivating, they must belong to the swimmers 
and be important to them. But coaches play crucial roles in helping 
swimmers choose and achieve good goals. 

Coaches know swimmers’ capabilities. Most young swimmers have no 
idea how fast they can be; they usually assume they aren’t as capable 
as they really are. The coach teaches high expectations and high 
standards, acting as a sort of quality-control expert. When swimmers 
aim higher, they achieve higher. 

Coaches understand normal progress. Because young swimmers do 
not know what a normal rate of progress is, they do not know how 
fast they can expect to improve if they work hard. 

Coaches have perspective. Young swimmers have little experience in 
the swimming world, so they have little perspective. They don’t know 
the various levels of achievement or what it takes to reach them, so 
they don’t know how high they can climb. They will not aim to climb 
Mount Everest if they do not know that it exists. 

Coaches help swimmers attain goals. Stating a goal without attaching 
meaning to it is easy. The coach can help the athlete take the goal and 
give it meaning with the splits along the way and the particular 
practice habits and performances that will lead to the goal time. The 
coach also continually reminds the swimmer of what is needed to 
reach the goal. 

Read more about Developing Swimmers by Michael Brooks « 
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